Here is the finest FM-AM Tuner ever made... The new Craftsmen C1000 is the entire control center for the finest high fidelity system, combining in one chassis a superlative FM-AM Tuner and equalizer-preamplifier. The C1000 offers greater sensitivity, more features and flexibility and the highest standard performance ever attained!

FM sensitivity of 1 mv. for 20 db quieting but with wide band pass characteristics and excellent discriminator linearity for undistorted performance. AFC for simplified tuning and freedom from drift may be switched out if desired.

Two AM band width positions: "Sharp" for noisy areas and DX-ing and "Broad" for high fidelity local reception. Bandwidth: FM-200 KC; AM-13KC and 3KC.

Tuned RF stages and separate triode Converters assure low noise level. A 10 kc whistle filter eliminates adjacent channel interference.

The audio circuit offers input for magnetic or variable reluctance cartridges, four positions of record equalization, separate bass and treble tone controls each giving 15 db boost and attenuation and input positions for tape recorder and TV.

Frequency response: FM-20 to 20,000 cps ½ db. AM-20 to 5,000 cps ½ db. Distortion: 0.05% IM at ½ volts; Harmonic content negligible. New beauty of design adds refreshing smartness to room interiors, even when used without cabinet installation.

The C1000 116 tubes, including rectifier... $179.50 net.

The C1000 is indeed a true audio control center.

See and hear these outstanding new Craftsmen developments at your Radio Parts Distributor.

For complete information on C1000 request Bulletin 503; on C550 ask for Bulletin 504.
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